[Comparative assessment of the results of different surgical treatments in patients with pituitary adenomas infiltrating the cavernous sinus].
Benign pituitary tumors or adenomas are highly common, occasionally inclined to infiltrate the adjacent structures, the cavernous sinus in particular. Despite the fact that drug and radiation therapy are at present widely used treatments, surgical procedures remain highly topical. Different modifications of two basic surgical methods (transcranial intradural and transsphenoidal) that fail to completely remove a tumor from the cavernous sinus in most cases are mostly frequently used as before. Attempts to improve surgical procedures and introduction of current technologies have led to the emergence of an extradural method for tumor removal from the cavernous sinus and to the introduction of endoscopic monitoring during transsphenoidal operations. A strategy of two-stage removal of pituitary tumors has simultaneously been developed. The paper presents the results of surgical treatment of 297 patients with pituitary adenomas growing into the cavernous sinus, by using currently available procedures: transsphenoidal, transcranial intradural, and intra-extradural, and two-stage ones. The findings have confirmed that transsphenoidal removal of pituitary adenomas is the safest method. However, this method has a number of limitations in cases with tumor being grown into the cavernous sinus especially when there is a medial displacement of the intracavernous segment of the internal carotid artery. Moreover, secondary tumor nodes that may be removed by transcranial intradural access are a contraindication to its use. With this, attempts to remove a tumor from the cavernous sinus fail to ensure the desired completeness of removal from the cavernous sinus. The application of an intra-extradural access is the most adequate procedure for tumor removal from the cavernous sinus. The two-stage removal is the most adequate procedure in cases of simultaneously significant spread of a tumor intracranially and into the structures of the base of the skull.